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Sympathetic cooling is the process of energy exchange between a system and a colder bath. We
investigate this fundamental process in an atom-ion experiment where the system is composed of a
single ion, trapped in a radio-frequency Paul trap, and prepared in a coherent state of ∼200 K and
the bath is an ultracold cloud of atoms at µK temperature. We directly observe the sympathetic
cooling dynamics with single-shot energy measurements during one, to several, collisions in two
distinct regimes. In one, collisions predominantly cool the system with very efficient momentum
transfer leading to cooling in only a few collisions. In the other, collisions can both cool and heat
the system due to the non-equilibrium dynamics of the atom-ion collisions in the presence of the
ion-trap’s oscillating electric fields. While the bulk of our observations agree well with a molecular
dynamics simulation of hard-sphere (Langevin) collisions, a measurement of the scattering angle
distribution reveals forward-scattering (glancing) collisions which are beyond the Langevin model.
This work paves the way for further non-equilibrium and collision dynamics studies using the well-
controlled atom-ion system.
Sympathetic cooling is a key paradigm in the physics of
ultracold atoms and ions. With ions, sympathetic cool-
ing is used to cool ionic species which lack laser-cooling
transitions [1], and molecules [2–4], for the purpose of cre-
ating new time standards [5], testing fundamental physics
theories [6, 7] and performing chemistry at extremely low
temperatures with a well defined quantum state and a
single particle resolution [8–10]. In the case of ultracold
neutral atoms, sympathetic cooling is used to achieve de-
generacy in species with small [11] or vanishing collision
cross section as in the case of low temperature fermions
[12]. Recently, sympathetic cooling with atoms was ex-
tended to cool a macroscopic membrane [13]. Here, we
study the dynamics of sympathetic cooling of a single ion
by an ultracold bath of atoms with single-collision and
single-event resolution.
Experimental systems overlapping ultracold atoms and
ions are an excellent resource for studying not only sym-
pathetic cooling [14–16] but also non-equilibrium dynam-
ics [17, 18]. The absence of equilibria emanates from
the oscillating electric fields which are used to trap the
charged ions [19]. These fields couple to the ion’s motion
during a collision [20] and can lead to both heating and
cooling regardless of the colliding atom’s energy. The
non-equilibrium dynamics results in a power-law distri-
bution of the ion energies [21–26] which was recently ob-
served experimentally using Rabi spectroscopy on a nar-
row linewidth transition [18]. In that work, the ion’s en-
ergy distribution was inferred from a steady-state Tsallis
function fit to a mean signal of many experimental re-
alizations. Here, we study the non-steady-state regime
following single to few collisions and with direct ion en-
ergy measurements in each experimental realization, thus
using no a-priory assumptions on the ion’s energy distri-
bution.
We use a newly developed thermometry technique [27]
which is similar to Doppler-cooling thermometry (DCT)
[28, 29], however, utilizes different analytic tools and is
suited for a different energy regime. DCT is used to
extract the temperature of the ion assuming an underly-
ing energy distribution and requires extensive averaging
over many experimental realizations due to photon shot
noise. In the new method, single-shot Doppler-cooling
thermometry (SSDCT), we extract the energy of the ion
from each experimental realization, without averaging,
leading to the direct reconstruction of its energy distri-
bution with no underlying assumptions. The method re-
lies on detecting the cooling time which is independently
assigned for every repetition of the experiment. This
method is also capable of identifying the spatial mode of
ion motion in every experimental realization with good
statistical significance, an ability we exploit to measure
the distribution of scattering angles.
We performed two distinct experiments. In both ex-
periments, we prepared a single ion in a classical coherent
state of ∼200 K with distribution width of few K. In the
first experiment, we prepare the coherent state along the
axial mode of the ion trap and we overlap the atoms with
the center of the trap. In the second experiment, we pre-
pare the coherent state in the radial mode and we offset
the atoms 20 µm above the center of the ion trap (see Fig.
1a). In symmetric linear Paul traps there are no oscil-
lating electric fields along the axial axis of the trap such
that collisions only cool the ion. Moreover, the atomic
cloud finite size in the radial direction (5 µm) introduces
an energy cutoff for the distribution power law of few
K [24, 30] which allows the observation of equilibrium
dynamics in this inherently-non-equilibrium system. In
the second experiment, the ion is excited radially and
samples regions of the trap with high-amplitude oscillat-
ing fields. Collisions with atoms in the presence of these
fields lead to non-equilibrium effects. Since the electric
field amplitude in an ion Paul trap increases linearly with
the radial distance from the trap center, we displace the
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FIG. 1. a) Two experimental configurations. The el-
lipse indicates the size and position of the atomic cloud with
respect to the ion-trap center. Gray is the initial position
before interaction, blue (red) is the position in the axial (ra-
dial) equilibrium (non-equilibrium) experiment. Dashed ar-
row lines indicate the initial coherent-motion amplitude of
the ion in each of the experiments. Arrows and ellipses are
to scale. b) Single-shot Doppler-cooling thermometry.
The dots are measured fluorescence signal of an ion prepared
solely in the axial mode of the trap. The lines are results of
a numerical calculation of the ion’s fluorescence for different
initial axial to radial energy ratios (legend - Ez/Eion is the
axial to total energy ratio). Inset is the total ion’s energy for
the different numerical calculations. In all graphs, we set the
zero time to the onset of reaching the Doppler temperature.
atoms radially from the center of the trap to allow for
collisions in regions of high amplitude fields.
Our experimental apparatus is described in details in
[26]. Shortly, we prepare an ultracold atomic sample
(5 µK), consisting of ∼7,500 atoms, in a crossed optical
dipole trap, 50 µm above the center of the ion trap (Fig.
1a). The ion is Doppler cooled and micromotion compen-
sated at the trap center. We then excite the ion using
a short oscillating electric field pulse close to resonance
with the axial (or radial) mode frequency. This results in
a narrow Gaussian distribution of energies [27]. At this
point, we move the atoms to overlap the ion. We scan the
interaction time [31] to observe the effect of single to few
collisions on the ion’s energy distribution. To stop the in-
teraction we shut off the atom’s dipole trap beams which
leads to a fast decrease of the atomic density and halts
atom-ion collisions. We then use the SSDCT to detect
the ion energy and mode of motion for the specific ex-
perimental instance. This method (SSDCT) is described
in detail in [27] and will only be briefly discussed in the
following.
In SSDCT, we detect the ion’s fluorescence during the
course of Doppler cooling (blue dots in Fig. 1b). At the
initial stage of cooling, the ion’s fluorescence is low due
to the large Doppler shifts associated with the ion’s co-
herent motion. The photon-scattering level remains low
for 100’s ms until the Doppler shifts become compara-
ble with the cooling transition linewidth. At this point,
a sharp rise of the fluorescence signal indicates the last
stage of cooling where the ion reaches the Doppler tem-
perature limit. From a numerical calculation of the ion’s
trajectory in the presence of the cooling light, we deter-
mine the ion’s scattering rate dynamics and compare it
to the experimental measured fluorescence.
We repeat the numerical calculation for different en-
ergy partitions between the axial and radial modes of the
ion motion. The results of these numerical calculations
are shown in Fig. 1b. We see that the initial partition of
energy between the trap modes changes significantly the
fluorescence dynamics. For energy distribution purely in
the axial mode of the trap (dark blue line in Fig. 1b) the
fluorescence level at high energies is low compared to the
case of energy distributed considerably also in the radial
modes (redder lines). We also notice that the fluores-
cence rise to the Doppler level at the last cooling stage
is much sharper for the axially distributed energy. Both
effects are due to the broadening of the spectrum due to
micromotion sidebands [29, 32]. The micromotion side-
bands, which appear only in the radial modes, both in-
crease the fluorescence at high energies and decrease the
cooling rate at lower energies. The inset of Fig. 1b shows
the evolution of the ion’s total energy during process of
cooling. We see that the initial mode partition of energy
also changes the cooling time. For ion prepared in the
axial mode of the trap (dark blue lines) the cooling time
is longer compared to the more radially populated cases
(redder lines). This effect is attributed to the increased
scattering due to micromotion sidebands discussed before
and to the cooling and trap geometry. The evolution of
the energy in the different modes of the trap is given in
[31].
We perform a likelihood ratio-test (LRT) for the fluo-
rescence curve of each single-shot experimental repetition
with all the calculated numerical fluorescence trajectories
and choose the one with the maximal likelihood value (see
[31] and [27]). We performed a stochastic numerical sim-
ulation to analyze the LRT method. The type I errors
for assigning a wrong simulation to a trajectory are less
than 1% when the cooling trajectory is longer than 100
ms [31]. We use this numerical calculation to extract the
ion’s energy for the specific experimental instance and
repeat the procedure for all other instances.
The results of the experiment in which the ion motion
is prepared along the axial mode and the atoms overlap
the center of the trap are shown in Fig. 2a-f. The mea-
sured initial energy histogram of the ion before collisions
with the atoms is shown in Fig. 2a. The ion is in a
classical coherent state with a mean energy of 183.7 K.
The Gaussian distribution width of 2.3 K is either due to
imperfect initialization of the coherent state or noise in
the energy measurement owing to fluctuations in the pa-
rameters of the cooling beams. The narrow distribution
sets an upper limit for the SSDCT stability of ∼1%. The
accuracy of this method was estimated to be on the level
of 5% in [27]. The LRT identified 98.4% of the exper-
3FIG. 2. Sympathetic cooling. a-f) Experimentally mea-
sured energy histograms of the ion’s total energy for different
interaction times, tint. as defined in [31]. The color of the
bars indicates the axial energy to total energy ratio of the ion
according to the LRT analysis (see legend). The color code
is the same as in Fig. 1b. The dark red bars are cold events
with cooling times less than 50 ms which the LRT cannot de-
termine the mode distribution [31], however, the SSDCT can
determine the energy. We use the steady-state energy distri-
bution (Ez/Eion=0.15), calculated using MD simulation, for
these events. The lines are results of MD simulation which
takes into account only Langevin collisions which are also pre-
sented in the right column. In the left column, the red line
separates between simulation events with no collisions (above)
and with one or more collisions (below). A-F) MD simulation
energy histograms. The color of the bars indicates the axial
energy to total energy ratio in the simulation binned accord-
ing to the available numerical simulations. Simulation times,
tsim, are chosen to match the measured mean energy in the
experiment.
imental events energies to distribute solely in the axial
mode (dark blue) which sets an upper bound of 1.6% for
the type II error for assigning a collision to no-collision
event.
As the ion starts colliding with the atoms (Fig. 2b-e)
we see that the energy histogram develops a tail of low
energies and that the initial narrow Gaussian distribu-
tion depletes. This is a direct observation of sympathetic
cooling in which a collision with essentially zero energy
atom can take away all the energy of the ion (we use 87Rb
atoms and a 88Sr+ ion with nearly equal masses). We
also see that the mode of the collided events is no longer
solely in the axial direction but contains a substantial
fraction of the energy in the radial direction as well (the
bars color indicates the fraction of radial energy). This
is a direct observation of the collision scattering angle. A
quantitative analysis of the scattering angle distribution
is given in Fig. 3 and is discussed below. We observe a
small excess of collisions which result in energies above
the ion’s initial energy. These seemingly non energy con-
serving events are probably due to over estimation of the
ion’s energy for large scattering angles (see Fig. 1b inset).
In previous work [18], we measured the energy distribu-
tion in steady-state of our system to be a Tsallis power-
law distribution with an energy scale in the mK regime.
The SSDCT method is only sensitive to energies above
20 K. Even for the high power-law tail, P (E) ∝ E−2.4,
of our system, with almost diverging mean energy, the
probability to detect an event above 20 K in steady-state
is negligible (3·10−4%). Since we did not detect experi-
mentally any of such events in 440 trials (Fig. 2f), we can
put an upper bound to the probability of these energetic
events at 0.23% in agreement with our previous work.
We perform a molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation,
similar to the one described in [22], to extract the en-
ergy and the energy mode distribution of the ion. We
use the experimentally measured initial energy distribu-
tion (Fig. 2a) as the initial energy distribution in the
simulation (Fig. 2A). To account for uncertainties in the
density of the atoms which are on the order of 50%, we
compare the experimentally measured mean energy after
different interaction times to the simulated one to adjust
the simulation time, tsim, to the experimental time, tint.
(the experimental and simulation time are given in Fig.
2). The simulated energy histograms are shown in Fig.
2B-F together with the distinction between the different
energy partitions between modes of motion (color). We
add the simulation results also to the experimental data
figures (Fig. 2a-f solid lines). Here, the red lines separate
between events which have undergone a Langevin colli-
sion and events which did not. In Fig. 2c-d we see a small
excess of experimentally detected events in which motion
was detected to be at a small angle to the longitudinal di-
rection (light blue) compared to the MD simulation pre-
dictions (red line). This observation indicates that our
thermometry method is sensitive to glancing collisions
which are not taken into account in the simulation. This
effect is also observed in the second experiment in which
motion was initially excited along the radial direction.
To study this effect further we perform a quantitative
analysis of the scattering angle distribution, shown in
Fig. 3. For the case of a free ion moving at a constant
velocity, colliding with a zero-energy atom, the energy
transferred to the atom, ∆E, and the ion deflection an-
gle, θ, are correlated. We can neglect the ion’s trapping
harmonic potential in the collision analysis since the colli-
4FIG. 3. Scattering angle distribution. Histograms of the
energy difference divided by the radial energy after a collision
(a) and the cosine of the scattering angle (b). Red lines are
the theoretical prediction of Langevin scattering. Blue exes
are analysis of a MD simulation results (Fig. 2A-D). The
analysis takes into account the experimental limitations which
modify the distributions. Gray areas reflect the uncertainty
region [31] of the simulation analysis due to the experimental
limitations. The simulation treats only Langevin collisions.
Blue circles are calculated from the experimental data of Fig.
2a-d.
sion is instantaneous as compared with the ion harmonic
trap frequency. However, due to the harmonic potential,
we can only experimentally measure the total energy (ki-
netic and potential) of the ion at the moment the first
collision occurs and not its velocity. We therefore use an
observable, ∆E/Er, which is independent of the velocity
of the ion prior to the collision (see [31]),
cos(θ) =
(
m
M
−
∣∣∣∣∆EEr −
m
M
∣∣∣∣
)
/
∆E
Er
. (1)
Here, m (M) is the ion (atom) mass and Er is the radial
part of the ion energy after the collision where we assume
that the initial energy is solely in the axial direction. In
Langevin collisions, cos(θ), where θ is the scattering an-
gle in the center-of-mass frame, is distributed isotropi-
cally (red lines in Fig. 3). However, our experimental
limitations, which are mainly due to the binning of the
radial energy due to the LRT mode analysis, result in
a modified distribution indicated by the blue exes and
shaded gray area in Fig. 3. The experimental results of
the data in Fig. 2a-d is given in blue circles. For more
details see [31].
Fig. 3 shows a good agreement between the experimen-
tal and the theoretical scattering angles for small angles
(0 < cos (θ) < 1), however, it deviates from theory in the
forward scattering (cos (θ) ≈ 1) and backward scattering
(cos (θ) < 0) regimes. The forward-scattering deviation
is due to glancing collisions which are not part of the
Langevin model. The backward scattering deviation is
due to the collision large angle and small resulting ion’s
energy in the lab frame which are not compatible with
our LRT analysis.
In a second experiment, we initialize the ion in a coher-
ent state along one of the radial modes of the ion trap.
The ion’s trajectory samples regions of the trap with in-
creasing oscillating electric fields. These fields can couple
to the ion’s kinetic energy during a collision which leads
to heating even when colliding with essentially zero tem-
perature atom [21–25]. This non-equilibrium dynamics
is manifested by a power-law tailed energy distribution
in steady state [18]. Here, we focus on the single colli-
sion dynamics where the system is far from steady-state.
To enhance the non-equilibrium effect, we displace the
atoms 20 µm away from the trap center (Fig. 1a) such
that collisions occur in a region of high-amplitude oscil-
lating electric fields.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4a-e. The
ion is initialized in a classical coherent state of 218.2±8.8
K along the x-radial mode of the trap (green in Fig. 4a).
As we overlap the ion and atoms, the SSDCT identifies
single collision events (red in 4a-e) by the LRT method
described above. In this experiment, we compare the
experimental results to three numerical simulations, x-
mode (green), z-mode (blue) and steady-state mode (red)
distributions (Fig. 4X). We see that before interaction
the LRT identified 99% of the events as x-mode events
(green). This gives a bound for the false collision detec-
tion error below 1%. We also see that the LRT identified
events which collided with the atoms to be almost ex-
clusively in the steady-state mode with agreement with
the MD simulation (Fig. 4B-E). These events (marked in
red in Fig. 4b-e) can take values up to 350 K which are
considerably larger than the ion’s initial energy. Here,
we use the x-mode trajectory for extracting the energy
of all events including the z mode and the steady-state
mode events. This way we make sure that we are not
overestimating the energy as in the previous, axial, ex-
periment. Thus, we show here a direct observation of
the non-equilibrium dynamics in atom-ion collisions. The
non-equilibrium dynamics we observe in the experiment
is more pronounced than what is predicted by the MD
simulation. We believe this is due to a non-Gaussian pro-
file of the atomic cloud which leads to collisions in trap
regions of even larger amplitude oscillating fields.
As in the previous experiment, we see a peak of colli-
sion events with the same energy as the initial energy of
the ion. These forward-scattering (glancing) events are
not accounted for in the MD simulation since it includes
only Langevin (spiraling) collisions. This result, together
with the scattering angle analysis given in Fig. 3, empha-
sizes the sensitivity to collision directionality of the LRT
and the ability to explore collision dynamics beyond the
Langevin model.
To summarize, we used a novel thermometry technique
(SSDCT) with single-event and energy-mode resolution
to study the dynamics of sympathetic cooling of a hot
ion immersed in an ultracold bath of neutral atoms. We
demonstrated the capabilities of SSDCT to detect a sin-
5FIG. 4. Non-equilibrium dynamics. X) Dots are mea-
sured single-shot fluorescence signal where the ion’s energy is
initialized in the x-radial mode of the trap. Lines are results of
numerical calculations where the ion’s energy is initialized in
the x-mode (green), z-mode (blue) and the steady-state mix-
ture (0.4/0.45/0.15 - x/y/z) of modes. a-e) Experimentally
measured total energy histograms for increasing interaction
time. The bars’ color code indicates the result of the LRT
and it is the same as in (X). Dark red bars are low-energy
events which are below the LRT sensitivity. The energy value
of all events is extracted using the x-mode numerical calcula-
tion. Lines are results of a MD simulation. The area under-
neath the red line represents events with at-least single col-
lision while the area above the red line signals events which
did not collide according to the simulation. A-E) MD sim-
ulation total energy histograms. Color code indicates events
which are more than 99% x-mode (green) or z-mode (blue).
The rest of the events are colored in red. We adjust the MD
simulation time to the experimental time according to the
percentage of no-collision events (green) the value of which is
given for (B-E).
gle collision and the direction of ion motion following this
collision. We used this capability to observe a deviation
of the scattering angle distribution from the Langevin
model predictions, manifested by a forward-scattering
peak. We also directly observed the non-equilibrium dy-
namics of atom-ion collisions in a Paul trap with single-
collision resolution. This work paves the way for us-
ing atom-ion systems as a test-bed for non-equilibrium
experiments, exploiting the ultimate control over these
systems parameters and their inherent non-equilibrium
properties.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Interaction time calculation
We measured the atomic profile using time-of-flight
absorption imaging. The atomic cloud is cigar-
shaped with approximately Gaussian density, nat =
n0e
−x2/2σ2y−y
2/2σ2z−z
2/2σ2x distribution in both radial,
σx = σy=5 µm, and axial σz=70 µm axes. We mea-
sured the peak atomic density to be, n0 = 4 · 1011 cm−3
and the number of atoms in our trap is approximately
7,500.
The Langevin rate of collisions, Γ = 2pinat
√
C4/µ,
is independent of the collision energy. For our atomic
experimental parameters of, C4 = 1.1 · 10−56 J·m4 and
µ ≈ 43.7 amu, it yields a collision rate, Γ=0.9 kHz, for
the atomic peak density.
In the first axial experiment, we prepare the atoms 50
µm vertically above the center of the ion trap. We then
transport the atoms to overlap with the center of the trap
using a piezo driven mirror which controls the position
of the horizontal atoms’ crossed dipole trap beam. The
atoms’ velocity during the transport is approximately
constant, vt=0.5 µm/ms. It takes the atoms 100 ms to
reach the center of the trap.
Due to the transport, the ion interacts first with the
outskirts of the atomic profile which leads to much re-
duced and time dependent collision rate. To take into
account the effect of the transport, we calculate the ef-
fective interaction time, teff, as if the atoms overlap the
7center of the trap from the beginning of the experiment,
teff =
tt−xt/vt∫
−∞
e
−
(vtt)
2
2σ2y dt = t0
(
erf
(
vttt − xt√
2σy
)
+ 1
)
.
(2)
Here, 0 ≤ tt ≤ 100 ms is the transport time, xt=50
µm is the transport distance and t0 =
√
pi
2
σy
vt
= 9.2 ms
is the effective time for full transport, tt=100 ms. The
experimental interaction time, given in Fig. 2a-f, is then
calculated by,
tint. =
{
teff , 0 ≤ tt ≤ xt/vt
t0 + (tt − xt/vt) , tt ≥ xt/vt.
(3)
For experiments with only single to few collisions (Fig.
2b-e in the main text) we stop the transport and release
the atoms before they reach the center of the trap.
Our transport calculation takes into account the mo-
tion of the atoms with respect to the center of the ion
trap. However, the ion is prepared in a classical coherent
state and is preforming an oscillatory motion with an am-
plitude of zion = 71 µm in the axial direction relative to
the trap center. This motion amplitude is comparable to
the atomic cloud size. We numerically calculate the effec-
tive reduced density due to this motion, neff = 0.79 · n0,
which yields a slower Langevin collision rate, Γeff=0.71
kHz.
In the second, radial, experiment, we compare the ex-
perimental time to simulation time directly by imple-
menting the motion of the atomic cloud into the sim-
ulation.
Calculation of the energy in the axial and radial
modes of the trap
The results of a numerical calculation for initial en-
ergy of 225K with different initial axial to radial energy
distribution is given in Fig. 5. This is the same numeri-
cal calculation which was used throughout the main text.
Here, we present the energy dynamics separated to the
axial (z) and radial (x+y) modes of the trap.
Likelihood ratio test
We calculate the likelihood, Lmi , of a single data in-
stance, xm(t), to be described by each of the numerical
trajectories, θi:
Lmi (xm(t)|θi) =
∏
t
θi(t)
xm(t)e−θi(t)
xm(t)!
. (4)
Here, the trajectory, θ(t), is sampled at the experimental
sampling times due to the 1 ms binning. The subscript,
FIG. 5. Numerical calculation of the ion’s energy dy-
namics during cooling. The energy of the ion in the axial
(z-axis) and radial (y-axis) is plotted as function of the time
for reaching the Doppler cooling temperature (x-axis). Color
represent different axial to radial energy ratios (legend).
i, indicates which numerical calculation is used to cal-
culate the likelihood. The superscript m indicates what
instance of data is evaluated. In the LRT we compare the
likelihoods values from all the numerical calculations, i,
for each experimental data, m, and pick the one with the
maximal value:
Lmi (xm|θi) > Lmj (xm|θj)∀j 6= i. (5)
We performed a stochastic numerical simulation to ana-
lyze the LRT method (see details in the following para-
graph). The type I errors for wrongly detecting mode i
as mode j are less than 1% when the cooling trajectory
is longer than 100 ms. We use the numerical calculation,
i, chosen by the LRT to extract the energy of the ion for
the experimental instance, m.
We used the results of the numerical calculation for dif-
ferent initial energy distributions between the axial and
radial modes of the trap (Fig. 1b in the main text) to
test our LRT analysis. We sampled the numerically cal-
culated fluorescence trajectories according to the exper-
imental photon-counting binning of 1ms and created a
simulated stochastic data using a Poisson random dis-
tribution. We then performed the LRT analysis on the
simulated data (100,000 trajectories for each numerical
calculation) and determined the type I error due to Pois-
son noise.
When performing likelihood analysis to single-shot
data we have the freedom to choose the time span on
which we perform the likelihood. We usually choose a
span from -100 ms to 10 ms which captures all the dis-
crepancies of the different numerical calculations (see Fig.
1b of the main text). However, 100 ms cooling time cor-
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FIG. 6. Stochastic simulation of the LRT. Type I error
as function of the data span used for the LRT. Different colors
indicates from which numerical simulation of different axial to
radial energy ratio (legend) the stochastic data was created.
responds to initial ion’s energy of ∼100K. In order to
perform LRT on colder events we need to reduce the
likelihood span. In Fig. 6 we show the results of the
stochastic simulation for different likelihood spans. We
see that as the likelihood span reduces, the percentage
of type I errors increases. For that, we choose a minimal
span of 50 ms cooling time which limits our LRT analysis
to ∼50 K. Below this energy we estimate the energy us-
ing the the numerical simulation with the initial energy
ratio of Ez/Er=0.15.
Calculation of the scattering angle distribution
We consider an ion with mass, m, and a velocity, v,
which we choose to coincide with the z-axis of the trap,
and an atom with mass, M, at rest in the lab-frame. For
simplicity, we first consider the case in which m=M. In
the center-of-mass frame, the ion’s velocity is v/2 and the
atom’s velocity is -v/2 along the z-axis. After an elastic
collision which preserves both momentum and energy,
the ion’s and atom’s velocities remain v/2 with opposite
directions, however, at angle θ from the z-axis. Since in
head-on collision there is an equal probability to scatter
into 4pi, cos(θ) is uniformly distributed between -1 to 1
where we implicitly choose the scattering angle φ to be
zero.
In the lab frame, the velocity of the ion after a collision
is given by:
v/2(1 + cos(θ))zˆ + v/2 sin(θ)xˆ. (6)
Here, we rotate the radial axes such that the scattering
products lie along the x-axis. The total energy of the ion
before a collision, Eb, is:
Eb = mv
2/2 +mz2ω2z/2, (7)
where z is the (unknown) position of the ion in the har-
monic z-axis of the Paul trap and ωz is the trap’s har-
monic frequency. The ion’s energy after a collision, Ea,
is given by:
Ea = m(v/2)
2(1+cos(θ))2/2+m(v/2)2 sin2(θ)/2+mz2ω2z .
(8)
Here, we assume that the collision is instantaneous such
that the position of the collision, (0,0,z), is not changed
during the collision. For that, there is no contribution
from the radial trapping potential. To get rid of the
dependence of the energy on the collision position, z, we
look on the energy difference during a collision:
∆E = Eb − Ea = m(v/2)2(1− cos(θ)). (9)
This expression depends on the ion’s initial velocity, v,
which is also unknown since the ion is in an harmonic
potential (only the initial energy is known). To get rid
of this dependence we divide the energy difference with
the radial energy:
∆E
Er
= 2
1− cos(θ)
1− cos2(θ) . (10)
For the general case of an ion with mass m and an atom
with mass M, this expression only slightly changes:
∆E
Er
= 2
m
M
1− cos(θ)
1− cos2(θ) . (11)
We can solve this second order polynomial equation to
get an expression for cos(θ) which is given in Eq. 1 of
the main text.
The red line in Fig. 3 of the main text is the Langevin
scattering angle distribution given in terms of Eq. 11
(Fig. 3a) and cos(θ) (Fig. 3b). We can reproduce this
theoretical prediction exactly using our MD simulation
as can be seen in Fig. 7 by the magenta circles. How-
ever, since each experimental measurement of the energy
is destructive, we cannot obtain the exact value of the
energy difference in a collision given in Eq. 9. Instead,
we use the mean value of the initial energy, 〈Eb〉 = 183.7
K, to get an approximated value of the energy difference,
〈∆E〉 = 〈Eb〉 − Ea. (12)
The error for 〈∆E〉 is given by the standard deviation of
the initial energy, ∆ 〈Eb〉 = 2.3 K.
Another error source is due to the binning of the radial
energy due to the LRT analysis. We bin the radial en-
ergy to the same binning used in the experimental data
analysis. We calculate Ez/Ea of each simulation run.
For Ez/Ea > 0.9923 we consider the event as no colli-
sion (Ez/Ea = 1). For Ez/Ea values in the ranges given
9FIG. 7. Scattering angle simulation. Histograms of the
energy difference divided by the radial energy after a collision
(a) and the cosine of the scattering angle (b). Red lines are
the theoretical prediction of Langevin scattering. Magenta
circles are MD simulation results of exactly single collision
of ion initialized in the axial direction with zero temperature
atoms and no excess micromotion. The blue line is the same
simulation, however, in the analysis we take into account the
experimental limitations in the data analysis described in the
text. Gray areas gives the uncertainty region for the data
analysis.
by the vector, (0.9923, 0.9690, 0.9375, 0.7134, 0.3284, 0),
we bin Ez/Ea=(0.9846, 0.9534, 0.9216, 0.5053, 0.1515).
The radial energy is given by, Er = Ea(1−Ez/Ea). The
results of this binning together with the mean energy ef-
fect is given by the blue line in Fig. 7 and Fig. 3 of
the main text. The gray area indicates the values the
simulation can vary when taking the edges instead of the
mean value of each bin.
